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                                   Peekaboo Table Runner      

Finished Size:  approx. 10" x 27"

Materials 

Fabric:  1 or 2 charm packs of 5" precut squares OR 
 24 - 5" squares (12 for the top cutouts and 12 for the peekaboo fabric) 
Backing:  12" x 30"
Batting: Lightweight, 12" x 30"
Binding: FatQ or 1/2 yd (cut on bias)
Pattern Fabric  
     Pellon 830 Easy Pattern (45" wide) - 1/3 yd  OR 
     Swedish Tracing Paper Fabric (29" wide) - 1/2 yd 

5 inch Peekaboo Fabric Tool™ 

Cut   
from the pattern fabric:  12 - 5" x 5" squares

Trace

Align the Peekaboo Fabric Tool with the edges of the square of pattern fabric. Trace the inner 
leaf shape edge with a FriXion pen or other marking pen or pencil.  It doesn’t matter which side of 
the pattern cloth you mark on.

Construction

uChoose which squares of fabric will be for the top with the reverse applique and which will be the bottom Peekaboo 
fabric.

vMake the reverse applique squares and layer on top of the peekaboo fabric squares.  Refer 
to the Making the Block instruction sheet or instruction video for detailed instructions.
Note:  Make sure to have the 12 squares with right sides UP before pinning the 5" squares of 
pattern fabric on top.  

wArrange the blocks as shown in the tablerunner photo and sew together, pressing the 
seams open. 
Note:  You may need to use a 3/8" seam allowance depending on how much edge distortion you have on the reverse applique 
top blocks.

Finishing

Layer the table runner top, batting and backing.  Wait to trim the curved ends until after the quilting.  Edge stitch around 
each leaf shape (as close as a 1/16th or 1/8th inch).  Then quilt as desired around the reverse applique and inside the leaf 
shapes.  Echo quilting was used in the tablerunner above.

After quilting, on each end, trim parallel to the curve of the leaf shape about 3/4 inch away.  Finish with bias binding.

Trace inside 
edge of the 
leaf shape.

Tip: Refer to the  Peekaboo 
Fabric Tool instruction video 
for more detailed instructions  
on marking, sewing and turning 
the pattern fabric.  
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